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Skull Games Inc is a 100%
Veteran founded and operated

501 (c) (3) non- profit
organization. 

Our team has been professionally working in
counter sex trafficking for over a decade. After
supporting other organizations, in June of this
year we decided it was time to venture off on our
own. We’ve taken the best practices and time
tested techniques and created something
unique. 

Victims of sex trafficking deserve
nothing short of our undivided

attention. 

Skull Games Inc consists of our full time staff
and the organization that undergirds an
incredible grassroots volunteer Task Force that
spans the United States.

Skull Games Task Force members work
collaboratively online and from various locations
across the country to support our law
enforcement partners. 

INTRODUCTION
PROBLEM

Women, children, and vulnerable
populations are being sexually exploited by

predators across the U.S. and Law
Enforcement is woefully under resourced in

combating this complex crime.

SOLUTION
Employ a comprehensive counter sexual
exploitation offensive that leverages the

experience, capability, and capacity of the
Skull Games Task Force, with the access,

placement, and expertise of our vetted
partners.

We’ve created something that is scalable
and we can expand throughout the

United States and the world.

400+
ASSESSED, SELECTED, TRAINED

ACTIVE HUNTERS
INCLUDING SURVIVORS OF

SEX TRAFFICKING



Skull Games Inc 
Mission

skull games task force 
Skull Games Inc provides analytical
and operational support to Law
Enforcement Agencies engaged in
counter sex trafficking operations.

Skull Games Task Force uses Open-
Source Information (OSINT) to IDENTIFY
sex predators and their victims by
creating leads that enable law
enforcement to INTERDICT the cycle of
abuse and EMPOWER survivors of trauma
to pursue a life of hope, healing, and
freedom.

SO FAR
our story

>5000
HOURS OF INVESTIGATIVE

SUPPORT TO LAW ENFORCEMENT
> 200 CASES

PASSESD

Sex trafficking is a form of Commercial
Sexual Exploitation and includes a wide

range of often linked sexual abuses where
individuals buy, trade, or sell sexual acts in

exchange for something of value or the
promise of something of value.

OPPRESSORS BEWARE



INTERDICTING
predators for
pleasure and
predators for profit
Directly supporting Law
Enforcement to arrest sex
predators. Provide Law
Enforcement with actionable leads
to offer victims a path to freedom
and arrest, prosecute, and
imprison sex traffickers. Assist LE
in conducting effective and
efficient counter sex trafficking
operations.
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3 EMPOWERING 
communities with purpose

Provide training that will reduce the
likelihood of anyone being exploited by a
predator and making themself less
vulnerable. Help the community better
understand sexual exploitation and
better recognize who is being exploited
in their community and who the
predators are. Coordinate with other
agencies that provide aid and assistance
to survivors of sexual exploitation and
help victims and their families on their
journey to rebuilding and restoring their
lives

IDENTIFYING
predators and their
prey
Identify predators to enable Law
Enforcement to interrupt the cycle
of exploitation throughout the
United States and help victims
pursue a life of hope and freedom.

1

FOCUS
AREASour 3

WE HUNT PREDATORS.



10
SURVIVORS TURNED HUNTERS

JUN- DEC 2023 IMPACT 

+2000 
PEOPLE TRAINED IN COUNTER SEX TRAFFICKING

PREDATORS AND VICTIMS
IDENTIFIED ONLINE

>400
73 
SEX PREDATORS ARRESTED

5
MISSING CHILDREN RECOVERED

+30
LE AGENCIES SUPPORTED

9
VICTIMS RECOVERED AND OFFERED SERVICES

249  YRS
FINAL SENTENCE ON A CONVICTED TRAFFICKER

IMAGINE WHAT WE CAN DO IN A FULL YEAR. WE NEED YOUR HELP FOR 2024.



I can't put into words just how amazing this group of people
are. Being a part of the Skull Games task force has introduced
me to some of the greatest people God has to offer. People
from all walks of life. Law enforcement, military, OSINT
professionals, and survivors turned hunters! We do what we do
not for any praise or notoriety but because we are actually
helping some of the most vulnerable women. I am honored to
be part of this ever-growing group and I am excited to watch the
growth continue. Thank you to all the volunteers for what you've
done and continue doing. To all the women still out there, we
see you! We are coming. And to the traffickers, watch your
back, we are coming for you.

We’ve only just begun.

We will continue to offer 24/ 7 intelligence
and operational support to our vetted law
enforcement partners with more LE
partners added monthly. 
We will expand the Task Force accepting
quarterly applications and hosting HUNTS
throughout the year
Continue building  trust with funders,
supporters, and beneficiaries
Protect the vulnerable, defend the
disadvantaged, and empower people to
fulfill God’s plan for them
Free the Oppressed

STRATEGY
our 2024 testimonials

SURVIVOR / HUNTER

This is the work I love.
This is my battle cry.

And this journey is my healing.

what law enforcement is saying
Partnering with skull games was very eye opening and rewarding experience.
They are very knowledgeable in what they do and take the time to teach the skills
needed to continue to work on your own after working with them. My department
and I feel very confident in the ability to run our own operation now. I highly
recommend having them come out and work with your agency, you won’t regret
it! Joe is the best in the business and knows his stuff and has no problems
sharing his knowledge! When it comes to leaning about the sex and human
trafficking game, Joe and Skull Games is where it’s at.        
     - Wheeler County Sheriff’s Deputy



Diamond-    $250k                  1

Gold-              $50k                     5

Bronze-         $10k                     9

Platinum-    $100k                  3

Silver-            $25k                     7

Donor, Defender,
Protector Pyramid

Iron-       Time, Treasure, Talent

LEVEL        AMOUNT       SPONSOR / 
                                                 DONOR GOAL 

We need your help.

We want to create a stable and predictable source of funding in 2024 so we
can expand to more cities and states across the United States.  
We’ve established some standard levels of giving with a goal number of
supporters in each level. If we can achieve this goal, we will have enough to
expand our programs in accordance with our 2024 Strategic Plan. 
Our Iron supporters are our back bone, the Task Force, the deep base of
support that everything else is built upon.



WE THANK YOU
FOR THE CONTINUED SUPPORT IN
OUR PROGRAMS

IDENTIFY. INTERDICT. EMPOWER.

DONATE- HTTPS://SECURE.ANEDOT.COM/SKULLGAMES/DONATE
SKULL GAMES SKULLY GEAR- HTTPS://793C1A-4.MYSHOPIFY.COM
SKULL GAMES FIGHT GEAR- HTTPS://WARTRIBEGEAR.COM/SKULLGAMES/


